Optical transition radiation (OTR) detectors are being developed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) as part of the collider Run II upgrade program and as part of the NuMI primary beam line. These detectors are designed to measure 150 GeV antiprotons as well as 120 GeV proton beams over a large range of intensities. Design and development of an OTR detector capable of measuring beam in both directions down to beam intensities of ~5e9 particles for nominal beam sizes are presented. Applications of these OTR detectors as an on-line emittance monitor for both antiproton transfers and reverse-injected protons, as a Tevatron injection profile monitor, and as a high-intensity beam profile monitor for NuMI are discussed. In addition, different types of OTR foils are being evaluated for operation over the intensity range of ~5e9 to 5e13 particles per pulse, and these are described.
INTRODUCTION
Particle-beam diagnostic techniques based on optical transition radiation (OTR) have been demonstrated at a number of facilities over a wide range of beam energy (or Lorentz factor, γ) [1] - [3] . Optical transition radiation is generated when a charged particle transits the interface between two media with different dielectric constants [2] . This radiation is emitted over the visible spectrum; so, optical imaging techniques can be used to acquire the OTR signal and then reconstruct beam size and position at the dielectric surface. Since OTR is a surface phenomenon, thin foils are used as the converter to reduce beam scattering and minimize heat deposition.
FNAL is developing an OTR detector for the Tevatron collider (Run II) and for high-intensity proton beams for neutrino experiments (NuMI). These detectors will be used to measure beam properties including transverse profiles and 2-D shape, transverse position, divergence, emittance and intensity. These detectors will be installed in (1) the A150 transport line between the Main Injector and the Tevatron to measure protons and antiprotons, (2) the Tevatron ring for injection study measurements adjacent to the new Tevatron Ionization Profile Monitor (IPM) and (3) the NuMI transport line just upstream of the primary target. These three locations require the OTR detector to operate over a large range of beam conditions. Table 1 gives a summary of the relevant beam conditions for our OTR detector design.
Construction and operation of a prototype OTR detector at FNAL demonstrated the feasibility of using an OTR detector to measure intense proton beams [4] - [6] . This prototype detector measured OTR signal for 120 GeV protons with intensities up to 4.7x10 12 particles in a 1.6 µs spill at a rate of one spill every 2 seconds. The design and construction of a single OTR detector for the range of beam conditions required the inclusion of various features. The detector has utilized a two-foil design to allow for bidirectional beam measurements by inserting one of the two foils into the beam. For NuMI, both foils are oriented for a single beam direction. Because of NuMI's high-intensity beam, one foil will be used for operations and the second foil will be used to track changes to the detector response [6] . The mounting of the foils gives a 3 ½ inch clear aperture for the beam passage.
A 60 mm focal length multi-element lens is used to collect the OTR signal and image the beam spot onto the camera. The field of view of the optical system is ~65 x 50 mm around the beam pipe center. The lens focus can be remotely set to image the beam spot (near field) or set to infinite focus to image the OTR angular distribution (far field). In order to maintain focus over the foils, the camera can be remotely rotated to the corresponding Scheimpflug condition [7] . A set of neutral density filter wheels are used to adjust the signal level to accommodate over three orders of magnitude of OTR. One of the filter wheels incorporates polarizing filters that will be used to measure the orthogonal components of the OTR radial polarization.
Because of the high-energy hadron environment, a radiation hardened Charge Injection Device (CID) camera is used to acquire the OTR signal. The camera is operational up to a MRad [6, 8] and can be remotely synchronized to the beam arrival time.
A number of different types of foil materials have been investigated for these detectors. The foils must have minimal effect on the beam but be able to withstand a high-energy hadron beam [6] . A foil of stretched 5 µm aluminized mylar will be used for the A150 line and Tevatron OTR detectors. A foil of stretched 6 µm aluminized kapton will be used for the NuMI detector. While the mylar foil exhibits optical quality flatness, calculations indicate that kapton will survive better in the intense NuMI beam and provides adequate imaging performance. Figure 2 shows pictures of a complete OTR detector. This detector has been calibrated and vacuum certified to ~5x10 -9 torr.
DETECTOR CALIBRATION
A number of calibration steps are taken in order to properly set up and operate the OTR detectors. Mechanical fabrication and assembly of the OTR detector sets the optical axis of the imaging system to intersect the center of the beam pipe. An optical autocollimator set at the beam pipe axis is used to set the optical axis and the foil positions.
After setting the foil positions and aligning the optical axis, the camera focus is set with a focus target placed at each foil position. Figure 3 shows a photograph of the focus target along with an image of the target taken with the OTR detector. After the camera focus is set, the optical distortion is measured using a target of orthogonal lines. The slopes of the foils produce a perspective distortion in the OTR image, which must be corrected. Figure 4 shows the distortion target and its image taken with the OTR detector. In order to allow calibration of the OTR detector insitu, a set of fiducial holes are placed in each foil. These foils are back illuminated to allow adequate imaging of the aluminized foils. Figure 5 show a photograph of an aluminized mylar foil and it's image taken with the OTR detector with the fiducial illumination on. 
CONCLUSION
Results from a prototype OTR detector for highintensity protons indicate that an OTR detector can be built for proton and antiproton beam measurements at FNAL. We have designed, constructed, calibrated and vacuum certified an OTR detector to measure proton and antiproton beams under a range of operating parameters. The detector has been designed to allow for bidirectional beam measurements over more than three orders of magnitude in beam intensity.
